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Abstract
We compute the chiral symmetries of the Lagrangian for confining “vector-like” gauge theories with massless fermions in
d-dimensional Minkowski space and, under a few reasonable assumptions, determine the form of the quadratic fermion
condensates which arise through spontaneous breaking of these symmetries. We find that for each type (complex, real,
or pseudoreal) of representation of the gauge group carried by the fermions, the chiral symmetries of the Lagrangian, as
well as the residual symmetries after dynamical breaking, exactly follow the pattern of Bott periodicity as the dimension
changes. The consequences of this for the topological features of the low-energy effective theory are considered.
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1. Introduction
Spontaneous breaking of chiral symmetry is a central
non-perturbative feature of QCD. It not only explains the
large effective mass of quarks bound within hadrons, but
also allows one to understand pions as Goldstone bosons
of this broken symmetry. Given the importance of chiral
symmetry breaking in QCD, we will investigate this phe-
nomenon in a wider class of theories — namely, confining
vector-like gauge theories in Minkowski space of arbitrary
dimension d— in an attempt to obtain a broader perspec-
tive on the nature of chiral symmetry breaking. (What we
mean by a “vector-like” theory for d odd will be made clear
below.) For d > 4 certain aspects of these models1 may be
relevant to higher dimensional extensions of the Standard
Model, while some models with d < 4 might be relevant
in condensed matter physics.
Various results are known for d ≤ 4. In 3 + 1 dimen-
sions, Peskin [1, 2] and Preskill [3] have worked out the
patterns of spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking (for an
arbitrary gauge groupG and an arbitrary representation of
G carried by the fermions) under certain assumptions. Dif-
ferent patterns of “chiral” symmetry breaking have been
found in 2+1 dimensions for fermions in a complex repre-
∗Corresponding author
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1Although gauge theories in d > 4 are not perturbatively renor-
malizable, we may consider such models as effective theories arising
from an appropriate UV completion. However, since these gauge the-
ories are naively free in the infrared, we assume the presence of addi-
tional degrees of freedom (or other dynamical modifications) which
conspire to render the theory confining, but which do not otherwise
play a role in determining the patterns of chiral symmetry breaking.
More robustly, similar chiral symmetry breaking patterns will be ob-
tained for any strongly coupled vector-like field theory of massless
fermions (in any dimension) transforming irreducibly under an in-
ternal symmetry group G, and for which an appropriate G-invariant
condensate forms. Using gauge symmetries simply makes our analy-
sis more concrete.
sentation of any gauge group [4, 5, 6, 7], in the fundamen-
tal (pseudoreal) representation in an SU(2) gauge theory
[8, 9, 10], and in the adjoint (real) representation in an
SU(Nc) gauge theory [9, 10, 11].
Our analysis is consistent with the aforementioned re-
sults and goes well beyond them. Under reasonable as-
sumptions, we not only determine the form of the relevant
condensates generated by dynamical breaking for arbitrary
d and G, but find that for each type (complex, real, or
pseudoreal) of representation of G carried by the fermions,
the chiral symmetries of the massless Lagrangian, as well
as the residual symmetries after dynamical breaking, ex-
actly follow the pattern of Bott periodicity as the dimen-
sion changes. The consequences of this for the topological
features of the low-energy effective theory of the Gold-
stone boson degrees of freedom are considered, including
an analysis of the interpretation of baryons as topological
solitons.
2. Chiral Symmetries of the Lagrangian
We consider a confining gauge theory in d-dimensional
Minkowski space with compact gauge group G, where the
gauge fields are coupled to N flavors of massless fermions
which all transform under a single irreducible unitary rep-
resentation r of G. We denote the fermion fields by ψ i,a,
where i = 1, . . . , N is the flavor index and a = 1, . . . , dim r
is the “color” index. The spinor index is suppressed.
When d is even, we take each ψ i,a to be a Dirac spinor.
Here ψ i,a decomposes uniquely into left-handed (ψ i,aL ) and
right-handed (ψ i,aR ) Weyl spinors, corresponding to the
two inequivalent irreducible representations of the group
Spin(1, d − 1). When d is odd, however, there is only
a single irreducible representation (up to equivalence) of
Spin(1, d − 1); i.e. a single type of Weyl spinor. Hence,
in order for there to be “left-handed” and “right-handed”
Preprint submitted to Elsevier August 30, 2018
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spinors (and therefore a notion of chirality), we must con-
sider each ψ i,a to consist of two copies of this unique Weyl
spinor, where the parity transformation is defined such
that the “left-handed” and “right-handed” spinors are in-
terchanged [4, 5, 12]. As a consequence, when d is odd
we may alternatively think of the theory as having 2N
identical “Weyl flavors”. In what follows, we will suppress
flavor and color indices, and simply denote the fermion
fields by ψ.
A gauge theory (in any dimension) will be called vector-
like if it has the fermion content just described, and a La-
grangian which treats “left-handed” and “right-handed”
spinors democratically. In particular, we take the La-
grangian density to be
L = ψ¯ /Dψ +Tr FµνFµν , (1)
where /D = iγµ(∂µ+igt
c
rA
c
µ), with g the coupling constant,
γµ the appropriate Dirac matrices,2 ψ¯ = ψ†γ0, and tcr the
generators of the Lie algebra of G in the representation
associated with r. We also take the fermion fields to be
Grassmann-valued.
We define the chiral symmetries to be the global sym-
metries of L which can be represented as real linear trans-
formations3 Z acting on the indices of ψ such that Z com-
mutes with all gauge and spinor transformations.4 This
definition reproduces the standard notion of chiral sym-
metry for vector-like theories in 3 + 1 dimensions [1]. The
reason we consider real linear transformations (and not
just the linear ones) is that these are more natural when ψ
is not in a complex representation of Spin(1, d− 1)×G.
For example, when ψ carries a representation ρ in which
the group elements are all represented by real matrices, the
real and imaginary parts of ψ do not mix under ρ; hence,
these can be thought of as independent fields. However,
the natural transformations on the carrier space of ρ which
allow the real and imaginary parts of ψ to transform inde-
pendently are not linear, but merely real linear. For such a
ρ, one could alternatively compute the chiral symmetries
by restricting the fermion content so that ψ is real [11];
however this trick does not work when the representation
is pseudoreal. By considering real linear transformations
(and complex ψ), we are able to treat the real, pseudoreal,
and complex cases all on the same footing.5
2Without loss of generality, we take each of our spinor represen-
tations to arise from a representation of the d-dimensional Clifford
algebra in which γ0 is Hermitian and γa is anti-Hermitian for all
a ∈ {1, 2, ...d− 1}.
3A map Z on a complex vector space V is called a real linear
transformation if Z(αv+ βw) = αZ(v) + βZ(w) for all α, β ∈ R and
v, w ∈ V .
4Our analysis will not address any anomalous breaking of these
symmetries, although we will briefly return to this issue at the end
of section 4.
5Note that our definition of chiral symmetry can be applied to a
theory with any fermion content, even one without a notion of chiral-
ity such as a confining gauge theory with d odd and an odd number of
Weyl flavors. However, in this particular example we would find that
The chiral symmetries of L will depend on the represen-
tations of G and Spin(1, d− 1) under which ψ transforms.
There is a well-known classification of irreducible represen-
tations which will be useful here. A representation ρ0 of a
group G0 is called real (respectively, pseudoreal) if there
exists an antilinear operator J on the carrier space of ρ0
which is equivariant with respect to ρ0 (i.e. [J, ρ0(g)] = 0
for all g ∈ G0) and also satisfies J
2 = I (respectively,
J2 = −I), where I is the identity operator. (Such a J is
unique up to a phase.) If ρ0 is neither real nor pseudoreal
it is called complex. If ρ0 is irreducible, then it falls into ex-
actly one of these three categories. Given a representation
ρ1 of some other group G1, we can form the outer tensor
product representation ρ0⊗ρ1 of G0×G1. Now assume ρ0
and ρ1 (and hence ρ0⊗ ρ1) are irreducible. Then, if either
ρ0 or ρ1 is complex, ρ0 ⊗ ρ1 will be as well. If, instead,
ρ0 and ρ1 are either both real or both pseudoreal, ρ0 ⊗ ρ1
will be real. In all other cases, ρ0 ⊗ ρ1 will be pseudoreal.
For a more detailed discussion see [13].
2.1. Symmetries of L for d odd
For d odd, we have that the irreducible representation
of Spin(1, d− 1) (which we denote by s) is real for d = 1, 3
(mod 8) and pseudoreal for d = 5, 7 (mod 8). In the cases
in which r (i.e. the irreducible representation of the gauge
group G) is also real or pseudoreal, the product repre-
sentation ρ ≡ s⊗ r of Spin(1, d− 1)×G is either real or
pseudoreal. As such, there exists the antilinear equiv-
ariant map J on the carrier space of ρ described above.
Additionally, Schur’s lemma guarantees that the scalars
are the only linear maps which commute with ρ(g) for
all g ∈ Spin(1, d− 1)×G. By extending ρ to include the
trivial representation on “flavor” space,6 we have that the
most general real linear transformation commuting with
ρ is an operator of the form X + Y J , where J has been
extended to act on “flavor” space simply as complex con-
jugation7, and X,Y are (standard) linear operators which
act non-trivially only on “flavor” space.
One can show that L remains invariant under the trans-
formation ψ → (X + Y J)ψ if and only if
X†γ0 /DX − (Y J)†γ0 /D(Y J) = γ0 /D (2)
(under reasonable assumptions) the dynamically generated fermion
condensates would not break these flavor symmetries. This is why,
for d odd, we have taken the theory to be vector-like in the above
sense. For d even, on the other hand, results similar to those below
can be obtained for many theories which are not vector-like.
6Recall that when d is odd, we may consider our theory as having
a “Weyl flavor” index running from 1 to 2N . In what follows (for d
odd), “flavor” space will refer to the 2N-dimensional complex vector
space CN ⊗ C2 associated with this Weyl index. Note that parity
operates on “flavor” space as I ⊗ σ1.
7Extending J (which acts on the carrier space of s⊗ r) results in
an operator of the form J ⊗K, where K acts on the “flavor” space
CN ⊗ C2. While K = I may seem the natural choice, the tensor
product of an antilinear operator with a linear operator is not well-
defined [13]. We choose K to be complex conjugation since it is the
simplest choice for which J ⊗K is the appropriate equivariant anti-
linear map associated with the extended ρ; however, any antilinear
K satisfying K2 = I would give equivalent results.
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and
X†γ0 /D(Y J)K = (X†γ0 /D(Y J)K)T , (3)
where K denotes the complex conjugation operator on the
carrier space of ρ (in some basis). The conditions (2) and
(3) above are equivalent to
X†X + Y TY ∗ = I and X†Y = ∓Y TX∗, (4)
where the signs correspond to J2 = ±I. The expressions
in (4) can be obtained by using that J anticommutes with
γ0 /D (which follows from the fact that J is equivariant with
respect to ρ) and8 J† = ∓J , where the signs are associ-
ated with the cases J2 = ±I. When ρ is real (respec-
tively, pseudoreal), it follows directly from (4) that the
chiral symmetry transformations form a group isomorphic
to O(4N) (Sp(2N), respectively).9
In the case in which r is complex, ρ is also complex.
Here, no equivariant antilinear map exists, so any chiral
symmetry transformation must be a (standard) linear op-
erator X which acts non-trivially only on “flavor” space.
It can easily be seen that the transformation ψ → Xψ pre-
serves L if and only if X is unitary. Thus, when the over-
all representation is complex, the chiral symmetry group
is given by U(2N).
2.2. Symmetries of L for d even
We denote the left-handed (right-handed) spinor repre-
sentation by sL (sR). For d = 2, 6 (mod 8), sL and sR are
either both real or both pseudoreal. In such cases, ψL and
ψR transform independently under chiral symmetry trans-
formations, regardless of whether r is real, pseudoreal or
complex. When r is either real or pseudoreal, the product
representations ρL ≡ sL⊗r and ρR ≡ sR⊗r are either both
real or both pseudoreal, so that there exists two equivari-
ant antilinear maps JL and JR acting on the carrier spaces
of ρL and ρR, respectively. Both JL and JR square to ±I
and are unique up to a phase; however, no such maps exist
when r is complex. In any case, ψL (ψR) transforms ac-
cording to the representation ρL (ρR), hereafter extended
to act trivially on flavor space. As such, when r is ei-
ther real or pseudoreal, any chiral symmetry transforma-
tion must be of the form (XL + YLJL) ⊕ (XR + YRJR),
where JL (JR) is extended to act as complex conjugation
on flavor space, and where XL and YL (XR and YR) are
(standard) linear operators which act on ψL (ψR) and are
non-trivial only on flavor space. When r is complex, the
chiral symmetry transformations can only be of the form
XL ⊕XR.
Requiring L to be invariant under the transformations
above, we obtain constraints similar to the odd dimen-
sional cases, only now for both ψL and ψR independently.
8If ψ were c-number (rather than Grassmann) valued, we would
have that J† = ±J .
9We use the convention that Sp(n) is the subgroup of U(2n) which
commutes with
(
0 −I
I 0
)
, where I is the n× n identity matrix.
Hence, for d = 2, 6 (mod 8), when ρL and ρR are both
pseudoreal the chiral symmetry group of L is given by
Sp(N)× Sp(N), while when ρL and ρR are both real the
chiral symmetry group is O(2N) × O(2N). When r is
complex, the chiral symmetry group is U(N)× U(N).
For the cases in which d = 4, 8 (mod 8), both sL and
sR are complex. When r is also complex, the reasoning
is identical to that above for the d = 2, 6 (mod 8) cases
with a complex representation of G — in such cases the
chiral symmetry group is again given by U(N) × U(N).
When r is either real or pseudoreal, denote by J˜ the charge
conjugation operator restricted to the carrier space of ρR.
J˜ is then an antilinear map which intertwines ρL with ρR
(i.e. ρL(g)J˜ = J˜ρR(g) for all g ∈ Spin(1, d− 1)× G) and
acts as complex conjugation on flavor space. Using this,
one can show that chiral symmetry transformations (in
the Weyl basis) must all be of the form
(
X1 Y1J˜
Y2J˜
−1 X2
)
,
where X1, X2, Y1, and Y2 are (standard) linear operators
which act non-trivially only on flavor space. Such a trans-
formation leaves L invariant if and only if
X†1X1 + Y
T
2 Y
∗
2 = I, X
†
2X2 + Y
T
1 Y
∗
1 = I (5)
X†1Y1 + Y
T
2 X
∗
2 = 0.
One can then show that the set of transformations which
satisfy the above constraints form a group isomorphic to
U(2N).
3. Spontaneous Breaking of Chiral Symmetry
3.1. Assumptions
Since we are considering confining gauge theories, we
expect fermion condensates to be generated dynamically,
signaling the spontaneous breaking of the chiral symme-
tries of L. That is, in any such gauge theory we expect
some operators (constructed from fermion fields) which are
not chirally invariant to acquire non-zero vacuum expec-
tation values (VEVs). Since we do not know the precise
form of these operators, we make the following plausible
assumptions (a` la Peskin [1, 2]):
1) Lorentz and Gauge Invariance: We assume that the
vacuum is invariant under Spin(1, d− 1)×G. This allows
us, without loss of generality, to take any fermion conden-
sate to transform trivially under Spin(1, d− 1)×G.
2) Mass Terms : We assume that the residual sym-
metry of the theory after dynamical breaking can be de-
termined from a single non-chirally invariant Hermitian
operator (not necessarily unique) which acquires a non-
zero VEV, and which is a quadratic form in ψ constructed
from either a bilinear form (linear in both arguments) or
a Hermitian form (linear in one argument and conjugate
linear in the other) on the carrier space of ρ. (Moreover,
we assume that such an operator depends on space-time
coordinates only through ψ.) We hereafter refer to any
such operator as a mass term, since the non-zero VEV
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signals that (at least) some of the fermion flavors acquire
a dynamically generated mass.
3) Flavor Democracy: We assume that all of the fermion
flavors acquire a mass; i.e. any mass term originates from
a nondegenerate form. In d = 4, Coleman and Witten [14]
show that this is the case (given the above assumptions)
in the large Nc limit for G = SU(Nc) when r is the fun-
damental representation. They also indicate that the ar-
gument is extendable to the gauge groups SO(Nc) and
Sp(Nc). We assume that their result further extends to
any d, G and r. (For a discussion of the d = 3 case,
see [15].) However, even given a situation in which not
all fermions acquire mass, we could simply ignore the sec-
tor which remained massless; the remaining fermion fields
would then satisfy this assumption.
4) Parity Invariance: In d = 4, the Vafa-Witten theo-
rem [16, 17] shows that any mass term is parity invariant.
It has also been argued that the same is true for a complex
representation of G in d = 3 [6, 7]. We assume that any
mass term is parity invariant for all d, G, and r; however,
this is only necessary for our analysis when d is odd.
In what follows, by a candidate operator we will mean
a Hermitian operator invariant under Spin(1, d − 1) × G
and parity which is a non-degenerate quadratic form in ψ
(and depends on space-time coordinates only through ψ).
Clearly, by 1–4 above, any mass term is a candidate op-
erator; however, we will need one further condition to de-
termine those candidate operators which have the same
residual symmetry as any mass term (i.e. which have the
residual symmetry of the gauge theory).
5) Minimal Breaking: We assume that any mass term
has the maximum residual symmetry among candidate op-
erators.10 For d = 4, this result was shown to hold for
any G and r for fermions with a non-zero bare mass [19],
and it is plausible that it continues to hold in the limit
of massless fermions. For the specific example of mass-
less fermions carrying the fundamental representation of
G = SU(Nc), SO(Nc), or Sp(Nc) in the large Nc limit,
Coleman and Witten [14] have demonstrated that the pat-
tern of minimal breaking is indeed followed. Their ar-
gument extends to all other even dimensional cases with
G = SU(Nc), as well as to the d = 4, 8 (mod 8) cases
with G = SO(Nc) or Sp(Nc). Although the techniques
employed by Coleman and Witten do not extend to other
cases, we expect that the pattern of minimal symmetry
breaking is followed in complete generality.
Before working out the consequences of these assump-
tions, we note that when we discuss the spontaneous break-
ing of chiral symmetries of L, we necessarily exclude the
d = 1 and d = 2 cases since the Coleman–Mermin–Wagner
10One may worry that the set of residual symmetry groups of the
candidate operators at a given d and r does not have a maximal
element under inclusion, but this worry turns out to be unfounded.
(We have actually determined the residual symmetry groups for all
candidate operators. The results will appear in [18].)
theorem [20] shows that there can be no spontaneous break-
ing of a continuous global symmetry for quantum field the-
ories in d ≤ 2 dimensions. Thus, when we refer to d = 1, 2
(mod 8) in the context of symmetry breaking, we implic-
itly mean for the specific cases d = 1, 2 to be ignored.
Moreover, for d ≥ 3 one may expect there to be a crit-
ical number of flavors N0 (which depends on G and r)
beyond which the theory will no longer be confining and
no fermion condensate will form. (For a discussion of the
well-known d = 4 case, see [21]. For d = 3, see [6, 7].)
Since we only consider confining theories, we implicitly as-
sume that N ≤ N0 in what follows.
3.2. Candidate operators
We first construct all the candidate operators; these
depend on both d and r. In order to account for the d de-
pendence, we will apply Shaw’s classification system [22]
to the irreducible spinor representations. For those unfa-
miliar, we give a brief account of Shaw’s taxonomy.
For any finite-dimensional representation ρ0 of a group
G0 on a complex vector space V , we may naturally con-
struct three additional representations. These are the con-
jugate representation (ρ¯0), the contragredient (or trans-
pose) representation (ρˆ0), and the contragredient of the
conjugate representation (ˆ¯ρ0). Shaw’s classification is based
upon whether or not any of these four representations
are equivalent, as well as the properties of certain antilin-
ear operators and/or nondegenerate forms associated with
such equivalences. In the following, when two representa-
tions ρ1 and ρ2 are equivalent we will write ρ1 ≃ ρ2.
An irreducible representation ρ0 is said to be class 0
if none of the four representations above are equivalent
to each other, in which case there is no invariant form or
equivariant antilinear isomorphism on V . If both ρ0 ≃ ρˆ0
and ρ¯0 ≃ ˆ¯ρ0 (and these are the only equivalences), then
ρ is class I. In this case there is a unique (up to a scalar)
invariant bilinear form B on V . If B is symmetric (anti-
symmetric) then ρ0 is in subclass I+ (I−). Continuing to
the next possibility, if the only equivalences are ρ0 ≃ ˆ¯ρ0
and ρˆ0 ≃ ρ¯0, then ρ0 is class II and there exists a unique
(up to a scalar) invariant Hermitian form on V . The next
case is when the only equivalences are ρ0 ≃ ρ¯0 and ρˆ0 ≃ ˆ¯ρ0;
here ρ0 is said to be class III, and there exists a unique
(up to a phase) antilinear automorphism J on V which
commutes with ρ0(g) for all g ∈ G0. If J
2 = I (J2 = −I),
then ρ0 is in subclass III+ (III−). The final possibility is
when all four representations are equivalent, and hence all
three structures exist (the Hermitian/bilinear form as well
as the antilinear isomorphism) and are related. In this case
ρ0 is class IV, which divides into subclasses IVαβ , where
α, β ∈ {+,−} and α is determined by J and β by B
in the obvious way. Any irreducible ρ0 is associated with
exactly one of the Shaw classes discussed above.
Shaw’s system is a refinement of the classification of ir-
reducible representations as real, pseudoreal, or complex.
Classes 0, I and II are complex, while III+, IV+β are real,
and III−, IV−β are pseudoreal. When G0 is a compact
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d mod 8 type of IR Shaw class # IR
1 R IV++ 1
2 R III+ 2
3 R IV+− 1
4 C I− 2
5 H IV−− 1
6 H III− 2
7 H IV−+ 1
8 C I+ 2
Table 1: Classification of the irreducible representations (IRs) of the
group Spin(1, d − 1). In the “type of IR” column, R denotes a real
representation, H denotes a pseudoreal representation, and C denotes
a complex representation. The column “#IR” gives the number of
inequivalent IRs.
Lie group, one can say more. In this case ρ0 is equivalent
to a unitary representation, and hence there is always an
invariant Hermitian form on V . From this we see immedi-
ately that ρ0 must be class II or IV, and with a little more
work one can show that if ρ is class IV, then it must be
in the subclass IV++ or IV−−. Hence ρ0 is class II if and
only if it is complex, and ρ0 is in the subclass IV++ (IV−−)
if and only if it is real (pseudoreal). Since Spin(1, d − 1)
is not compact, there are more possibilities for the Shaw
classes of its representations. We have computed the Shaw
subclasses for all of the irreducible spinor representations,
and the results are collected in Table 1.
We now return to the construction of the candidate
operators. In what follows, we explicitly discuss only the
cases in which d is odd and r is either real or pseudo-
real. (The other cases can be treated similarly.) In each
of the odd dimensional cases we see that the Shaw class of
s is IV. As such, whenever r is either real or pseudoreal,
there exists both a unique11 nondegenerate invariant bilin-
ear form and a unique nondegenerate invariant Hermitian
form associated with ρ, as well as an invertible equivariant
antilinear map J on the carrier space of ρ [22].
It is easy to see that γ0 is associated with a nondegen-
erate Hermitian form on the spinor space, and since s is
irreducible, this form is unique. Additionally, since r is
an irreducible unitary representation, the unique invariant
Hermitian form on color space is simply the standard in-
ner product. Since ρ is trivial on “flavor” space, the most
general candidate operator which is a Hermitian form on
the full representation space is given by ψ†γ0Fψ, where F
is a linear operator which acts trivially on spinor and color
spaces and is such that F † = F and F−1 exists, as required
by the Hermiticity and non-degeneracy of candidate oper-
ators, respectively. Also, recalling that F is an operator on
the “flavor” space CN ⊗ C2, we note that the assumption
of parity invariance requires that {F, I ⊗ σ1} = 0.
11For clarity, we will treat the Hermitian/bilinear forms, as well
as the antilinear maps, as unique in the following discussion, even
though (as mentioned above) they are only unique up to scalar mul-
tiples. None of our results will depend on the choice of these scalars.
d (type of r) candidate operators F, γ satisfies
odd (C,R,H) ψ†γ0Fψ
{F, I ⊗ σ1} = 0
and F = F †
1,7 mod 8 (R)
(Jψ)†γ0Fψ + h.c.
{F, I ⊗ σ1} = 0
or 3,5 mod 8 (H) and FT = −F
1,7 mod 8 (H)
(Jψ)†γ0Fψ + h.c.
{F, I ⊗ σ1} = 0
or 3,5 mod 8 (R) and FT = F
even (C,R,H) ψ†
L
γFψR + h.c. γ0=

 0 γ
γ† 0


2,6 mod 8 (R,H) (JLψL)
†γFψR + h.c. γ0=

 0 γ
γ† 0


4,8 mod 8 (R,H)
ψ†
L
(J˜γ†F1ψL + γF2ψR)
γ0=

 0 γ
γ† 0


+ ψ†
R
J˜−1γF3ψR + h.c.
Table 2: All possible candidate operators for various d and r.
The first column gives the space-time dimension d, and the type of
the representation r. The second shows the form of an allowed can-
didate operator for that case, while the third shows any constraints
that must be satisfied. (Here γ0 is shown in the Weyl basis.) Note
that in all cases F (as well as Fi) acts non-trivially only on the ap-
propriate flavor space, and F−1 exists. (For the final row, rewriting
the mass term as ψ†Qψ, we have that Q−1 exists.)
We can construct an invariant bilinear form from the
Hermitian form and the map J above. Namely, the most
general candidate operator which is a bilinear form is given
by (Jψ)†γ0Fψ + h.c., where F acts non-trivially only on
“flavor” space and can be taken to satisfy12 F = ±FT ,
where the ± signs depend on both d and r as in Table 2.
(Similar to the Hermitian case, parity invariance requires
that {F, I ⊗ σ1} = 0, while non-degeneracy requires that
F be invertible.)
A similar analysis can be performed for all d and r.
The results are summarized in Table 2.
3.3. Symmetry breaking patterns
We now impose the assumption of minimal breaking to
obtain the residual symmetries. In what follows, we explic-
itly discuss only the cases in which d = 3, 7 (mod 8) and
r is either real or pseudoreal. Here both bilinear and Her-
mitian forms exist, and one can show they give the same
maximal residual symmetry; therefore we will restrict our
discussion to the Hermitian form. In this case, we have
from Table 2 that the most general candidate operator
is given by ψ†γ0Fψ. A chiral symmetry transformation
X + Y J of L preserves this operator if and only if
X = FXF−1 and Y = FY (F ∗)−1. (6)
Using {F, I ⊗ σ1} = 0, as well as the Hermiticity of F ,
one can show that for X and Y to satisfy the constraints
in (6) they must be block diagonal.13 Moreover, one can
easily see that for F = I ⊗ σ3 all block diagonal X and
12For a quadratic form ψTXψ on Grassmann objects ψ, only the
antisymmetric part of X contributes.
13Where we use the basis in which I ⊗ σ1 =
(
0 I
I 0
)
.
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d IR of G = C IR of G = R IR of G = H
1 U(2N) −→ O(4N) −→ Sp(2N) −→
U(N)× U(N) U(2N) U(2N)
2 U(N)× U(N) O(2N) ×O(2N) Sp(N)× Sp(N)
−→ U(N) −→ O(2N) −→ Sp(N)
3 U(2N) −→ O(4N) −→ Sp(2N) −→
U(N)× U(N) O(2N) ×O(2N) Sp(N)× Sp(N)
4 U(N)× U(N) U(2N) U(2N)
−→ U(N) −→ O(2N) −→ Sp(N)
5 U(2N) −→ Sp(2N) −→ O(4N) −→
U(N)× U(N) U(2N) U(2N)
6 U(N)× U(N) Sp(N)× Sp(N) O(2N)× O(2N)
−→ U(N) −→ Sp(N) −→ O(2N)
7 U(2N) −→ Sp(2N) −→ O(4N) −→
U(N)× U(N) Sp(N)× Sp(N) O(2N)× O(2N)
8 U(N)× U(N) U(2N) U(2N)
−→ U(N) −→ Sp(N) −→ O(2N)
Table 3: The chiral symmetry group of L and the residual symmetry
for each space-time dimension d (mod 8) in the cases in which the
irreducible representation (IR) of the gauge group G carried by the
fermions is complex, real, and pseudoreal.
Y satisfy (6), and so this F will give the largest resid-
ual symmetry (and therefore the same residual symmetry
as any mass term). Hence, when ρ is real, the residual
symmetry group is isomorphic to O(2N) × O(2N); sim-
ilarly, when ρ is pseudoreal, we obtain Sp(N) × Sp(N).
Thus, in the former case the symmetry breaking pattern
is O(4N) −→ O(2N)×O(2N), while in the latter case we
have Sp(2N) −→ Sp(N)× Sp(N).
A similar analysis can be performed for all d and r,
and the results are summarized in Table 3. The candidate
operators which yield the maximal residual symmetry are
not unique; below we provide one choice for each d and r
(using the notation of Table 2). For any odd d, the maxi-
mal residual symmetry is obtained for the Hermitian form
with F = I ⊗ σ3. For d = 2, 6 mod 8 and any type of
representation of G, as well as d = 4, 8 mod 8 and a com-
plex representation of G, the maximal residual symmetry
is obtained for the Hermitian form with F = I. For the
cases d = 4 mod 8 with r pseudoreal and d = 8 mod 8
with r real, taking F1 = F3 = I and F3 = 0 yields the
maximal residual symmetry. Finally, when d = 4 mod 8
with r real or when d = 8 mod 8 with r pseudoreal, the
maximal residual symmetry is obtained for F1 = F3 = 0
and F2 = iI.
4. Bott periodicity and the low-energy effective
theory
4.1. Configuration space topology
Now that we know the pattern of chiral symmetry
breaking in our gauge theories, we can investigate the
low-energy effective theory for the associated Goldstone
boson degrees of freedom. This effective theory is a non-
linear sigma model whose fields map the space-time Rd
into the coset space Gˆ/H , where Gˆ is the chiral symmetry
group of L, and H the residual symmetry group after dy-
namical breaking. The classical configuration space of the
model is the set of all finite-energy fixed-time fields, each
of which can be viewed as a (continuous) map from the
(d − 1)-sphere Sd−1 to Gˆ/H , where the spatial manifold
Rd−1 has been one-point compactified to Sd−1 by the fi-
nite energy condition. We also assume that the “point at
infinity” on Sd−1 always maps to a fixed point on Gˆ/H ,
independent of the field configuration.14 (The constant
map from Sd−1 to this point represents the unique vac-
uum configuration.) Let us denote this configuration space
by Map∗(S
d−1, Gˆ/H), which we endow with the compact-
open topology.15
Denote by MN,λd (with λ = R,C or H) the above coset
space for our d-dimensional gauge theory with N flavors of
massless fermions in a representation of the gauge group
of type λ. (For example, MN,R5 = Sp(2N)/U(2N).) From
Table 3, we clearly have that
MN,Cd =M
N,C
d+2
MN,λd =M
N,λ
d+8 for λ = R,H
MN,Rd =M
N,H
d+4 .
In this context, the Bott periodicity theorem [23] can be
taken as a statement relating the homotopy type16 of these
coset spaces as N →∞. More specifically,
ΩM∞,C
2d+1 ≃M
∞,C
2d , ΩM
∞,C
2d ≃ Z×M
∞,C
2d−1
ΩM∞,Rd ≃M
∞,R
d−1 (d 6= 0, 4 mod 8)
ΩM∞,Rd ≃ Z×M
∞,R
d−1 (d = 0, 4 mod 8)
where ΩX ≡ Map∗(S
1, X) is the based loop space of the
topological space X , “≃” denotes homotopy equivalence,
and Z represents the integers.
Now the configuration space of the d-dimensional gauge
theory associated withMN,λd is Q
N,λ
d = Map∗(S
d−1,MN,λd )
≃ Ωd−1MN,λd (the (d − 1)-fold iterated loop space). The
statement of the periodicity theorem above then gives, for
any d, that
Q∞,Cd ≃ Z×M
∞,C
1 = Z× (U/(U × U)) ≃ ΩU
Q∞,Rd ≃M
∞,R
1 = O/U ≃ ΩO
Q∞,Hd ≃M
∞,H
1 = Sp/U ≃ ΩSp
14Any path between two field configurations which map the point
at infinity to distinct points in Gˆ/H will have infinite action.
15Restricting ourselves to the subspace of differentiable (or even
smooth) maps in Map∗ would not change any of our results below.
16Recall that two topological spaces X and Y are said to be ho-
motopically equivalent (or to have the same homotopy type) if there
exist continuous maps f : X → Y and g : Y → X such that the
composites g ◦ f and f ◦ g are homotopic to the identity maps on
X and Y , respectively. In particular, the map f (or g) induces iso-
morphisms between the homotopy groups of X and those of Y in
any dimension. The (co)homology groups of X and Y are similarly
isomorphic.
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where O, U , and SP are the direct limits (as n → ∞)
of O(n), U(n) and Sp(n) respectively. So even though
the pattern of chiral symmetries and their breaking varies
as d changes, Bott periodicity shows us that, for fixed λ,
the homotopy type of the configuration space of the low-
energy effective theory is independent of d as the number
of massless fermion flavors tends to infinity.
4.2. Baryons as topological solitons
It is well-known that the low-dimensional homotopy
and (co)homology groups of QN,λd have direct physical rel-
evance. For example, pi0(Q
N,λ
d ) counts the distinct path-
components of QN,λd . Hence, if pi0(Q
N,λ
d ) is non-trivial,
then there are fields that cannot be continuously deformed
into the vacuum configuration (the constant field). These
different path-components represent superselection sectors
in the associated quantum theories, and their existence
suggests that the model may possess topological solitons
— that is, particle-like solutions of the classical equations
of motion which cannot be deformed into the vacuum.
(Whether or not such solutions exist, and whether they
are dynamically stable, will depend on the details of the
effective Lagrangian for the sigma model.) Upon quan-
tization, these classical solitons give rise to particle-like
quantum states with a conserved “topological charge” la-
beled by the elements of pi0(Q
N,λ
d ).
From the above characterization of the homotopy type
of Q∞,λd (and standard results in algebraic topology) we
have pi0(Q
∞,C
d ) = pi1(U) = Z, pi0(Q
∞,R
d ) = pi1(O) = Z2,
and pi0(Q
∞,H
d ) = pi1(Sp) = {e} (the trivial group). This is
consistent with the expectation that baryons in our gauge
theories should show up in the low-energy effective theory
as topological solitons (at least at large enough N), with
the associated baryon number being the conserved topo-
logical charge (as happens in d = 4) [24]. For concreteness,
let us choose our gauge groups to be SU(Nc), SO(Nc), and
Sp(Nc) for λ = C,R, and H, respectively (with Nc ≥ 3 for
λ = C,R), and let each fermion flavor transform as the
fundamental representation (we will call these fermions
“quarks” in what follows). For λ = C and R, color sin-
glet “baryons” can be made from Nc quarks, and “anti-
baryons” from Nc anti-quarks. For λ = C these two pos-
sibilities are distinct and stable, corresponding to baryon
number B = +1 and B = −1, respectively. This allows
us to construct states with any integer baryon number B,
and B will be conserved. (Compare to pi0(Q
∞,C
d ) = Z.)
For λ = R there is no distinction between quark and anti-
quark (since here r ≃ r¯), and hence no distinction between
baryon and anti-baryon. Any B = 2 state can now decay
into Nc mesons, so that baryon number will only be con-
served mod 2 [24]. (pi0(Q
∞,R
d ) = Z2.) Finally, for λ = H
there is again no distinction between quark and anti-quark,
but now there are no baryons at all since any candidate
B = 1 state (which here contains 2Nc quarks) can de-
cay into Nc mesons. Thus, there is no conserved baryonic
quantum number [24]. (pi0(Q
∞,H
d ) = {e}.)
Proceeding to higher homotopy groups of Q∞,λd , it is
straightforward to show that each path component ofQ∞,λd
is simply-connected for any λ; that is, pi1(Q
∞,λ
d ) = {e}.
Hence, there are no possible “θ-vacua” in these sigma
models. (More precisely, there are no non-trivial flat vec-
tor bundles over Q∞,λd .) Finally, in any path component
of Q∞,λd we have that pi2(Q
∞,λ
d ) = H
2(Q∞,λd ;Z) = Z for
any λ, showing the formal existence of certain topological
terms, with quantized coefficients, available for our sigma
models. (Equivalently, there exist complex line bundles
over Q∞,λd with first Chern class of infinite order.) For d
even, these are the standard Wess-Zumino terms for the
Gˆ/H sigma models, while for d odd, they are nonlinear
realizations of the Chern-Simons term for the “hidden lo-
cal symmetry group” H in the Gˆ/H sigma model. For
the concrete gauge groups and fermion representations in
the preceding paragraph (and any d), we expect that these
terms will be generated in the low-energy effective theory
with a coefficient proportional to Nc, which for λ = C
and R would lead to the solitons with unit topological
charge (that is, baryon number) being (spinorial) fermions
for Nc odd, and (tensorial) bosons for Nc even, in a man-
ner similar to the well-known situation in d = 4 [24]. More
precisely, when evaluated on a time-dependent configura-
tion which rotates a B = 1 soliton by 2pi (or exchanges
two identical B = 1 solitons), this term evaluates to Nc pi,
and hence makes a contribution to the path integral of
(−1)Nc . We will provide a more detailed analysis of the
baryon number, spin, and statistics of these topological
solitons in [18].17
We close this section with two comments.
(1) One may worry that by letting N → ∞ in the above
analysis we have entered the non-confining regime. How-
ever, many of the computations (and physical interpreta-
tions) of the low-dimensional homotopy groups of QN,λd
given above did not require N → ∞. Indeed, they of-
ten hold starting at relatively small values of N . Us-
ing N → ∞ simply allowed us to state the results more
compactly and elegantly. Moreover, for the specific exam-
ples with G = SU(Nc) and SO(Nc) considered above, the
baryons behave precisely as topological solitons only in the
limit Nc → ∞ [27]. In this limit, we expect the critical
number of flavors N0 to be proportional to Nc. (For a dis-
cussion in 2 + 1 dimensions, see [7]. For 3 + 1 dimensions
see [21].) Hence, letting N be large in this case may still
be safe for confinement and chiral symmetry breaking.
(2) One may wonder if an analysis of the possible anoma-
lous breaking of portions of Gˆ (which we ignore here) may
ruin the nice picture that has emerged of the topological
properties of the configuration space of the low-energy ef-
fective theory. However, we do not expect this to be the
case. More specifically, we suspect that things work sim-
ilarly to (3 + 1)-dimensional QCD where the anomalous
17A similar analysis has already been performed for (2+1)-
dimensional QCD in [25, 26].
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breaking of the axial U(1) subgroup of Gˆ = U(N)×U(N)
does not lead to any change in the homotopy type of the
configuration space of the associated sigma model.
We hope to say more about both of these issues in [18].
5. Conclusions
We have computed the group of chiral symmetries of
the Lagrangian for confining vector-like gauge theories with
massless fermions in d-dimensional Minkowski space and,
under a few simple assumptions, determined the form of
the relevant fermion condensates, as well as the residual
symmetries after spontaneous breaking. These realizations
of chiral symmetry follow the pattern of Bott periodicity
across dimensions. When the fermions carry a complex
representation of the gauge group, this pattern has peri-
odicity 2, while for a real or pseudoreal representation of
the gauge group, the pattern has periodicity 8. Moreover,
the patterns for the real and pseudoreal cases are shifted by
4 relative to one another. The chiral symmetries and their
breaking are recounted in Table 3. It then follows from the
Bott periodicity theorem that the homotopy type of the
configuration space of the low energy effective theory (at
fixed gauge group representation type) is independent of d
in the large flavor limit. Simple computations then sup-
port the interpretation of baryons as topological solitons
at low energies (in those cases where there is a conserved
baryon number). This extends well-known results in d = 4
to any space-time dimension.
In conclusion, our results further exemplify the deep
connection between Bott periodicity and physical models
involving spinors across dimensions. This connection is
well-known in string theory, and has also become appar-
ent in the classification of topological insulators [28, 29].
Chiral symmetry breaking in vector-like gauge theories is
yet another area where we can see this deep result of pure
mathematics influencing the form of physical theory.
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